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The impact of APRA’s Interest Only cap
Prior to the cap introduction, I/O lending peaked above 45%. APRA introduced it’s 30% limit in March 2017,
which is clearly evident is the significant reduction in I/O loan origination as banks tightened lending
policies and increased rates for all new and existing I/O loans.

https://www.propertyobserver.com.au/financing/loans-and-mortgages/75061-interest-only-loans-in-decline-apra-quarterlystats.html

Ref: https://www.corelogic.com.au/sites/default/files/2018-08/2018-08-CL_CHARTPACK.pdf
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2015 was the peak of I/O loans written
Lending standards were far more relaxed in 2015 and there was not an interest rate distinction between OO and
Investment lending nor P&I vs I/O.
The market was fuelled by investor confidence, with easy to access to equity, flexible lending policies and
competitive pricing from lenders at the peak of the market.

https://www.afr.com/real-estate/interestonly-loans-worth-230-billion-trap-650000-warns-morgan-stanley-20190215-h1bbcy

https://www.macrobusiness.com.au/2018/01/screw-tightens-specufestors-interest-mortgages-re-set/

The RBA has flagged this as a concern
$120 billion of interest-only loans is scheduled to roll over to P&I loans each year over the next three years. This
annual figure is equivalent to around 7 per cent of the stock of housing credit outstanding. Around two-thirds of
interest-only loans in the Reserve Bank's Securitisation Dataset are due to have their interest-only periods expire
by 2020

https://www.abc.net.au/news/2018-06-19/fears-as-interest-only-loans-roll-into-principal-plus-interest/9886430
https://www.rba.gov.au/speeches/2018/sp-ag-2018-04-24.html

Record number of borrowers are going to roll off
their I/O loans collectively
Plenty of commentators have flagged the issue of borrowers who will be faced with the reality they will not
be eligible for another I/O loa, hence having to roll onto P&I and live with higher repayments.

https://www.livewiremarkets.com/wires/interest-only-loans-cashflow-pain-ahead

https://www.macrobusiness.com.au/2018/04/affraid-interest-mortgage-reset/

Lending has significantly tightened since 2015
The Royal Commission has caused banks to tighten up lending practices, including tougher Living
Expenses disclosure, exit strategies for borrowers and increased buffers for existing debts.

https://www.afr.com/real-estate/interestonly-borrowers-brace-for-mortgage-crunch-20180116-h0ixx3

https://www.domain.com.au/money-markets/slump-in-interestonly-lending-and-sliding-foreign-purchasing-makes-foreconomic-crunch-time-20171207-h00jg0/

Rates have been on hold but banks have increased
out of cycle
Investors have experienced increased rates for both P&I and I/O loans, while the competition is fierce in the
Owner Occupied space with more First Home Buyers re-entering the market.

https://www.propertyobserver.com.au/financing/loans-and-mortgages/82927-the-limits-of-interest-onlylending-rba-s-christopher-kent.html

Breakdown of I/O portfolios
The Westpac report suggested IO borrowers are more likely to be self employed or on fixed term job
contracts; tend to be more willing to take financial risks; are more likely to have borrowed from friends,
family or other sources to help with their purchase.
If borrowers used a Guarantor Loan, then potentially their loan may be higher than the value of their home
over the next few years as we experience a fall in house prices across Sydney and Melbourne.

The Red Book Report, July 2018 | Westpac Institutional Bank

Major banks I/O portfolios
Westpac is the most exposed lender with half of it’s loan book I/O. Westpac was also fined $35m for their
irresponsible lending breaches – could these customers face challenges to refinance their existing debt? All
lenders are significantly underneath their I/O APRA Cap, which was coincidentally removed in Dec 2018 as
regulators flagged lenders had become far too conservative.

https://www.businessinsider.com.au/australian-banks-interest-only-mortgages-apra-2018-11

https://www.theaustralian.com.au/business/financial-services/banks-warned-interestonly-loans-will-irk-apra/newsstory/36e00770b86977162ae7a8622d98c3f5?memtype=anonymous

Are households just starting to feel the pinch?
About half of owner-occupier loans have prepayment balances of more than 6 months of scheduled
payments, leaving with only modest balances. ANZ has cut its interest-only loans by nearly two-fifths over
the past 18 months while keeping investor lending largely stable, but faces a test over the next two years
as the volume of expiring interest only (IO) loans peaks. Moody's Investor Service said mortgage
delinquencies will rise "moderately" in NSW and Victoria over the next year as the housing market
weakens and repayment burdens rise with loan changes to principal-and-interest.
•

Home loan 90-day-plus delinquencies by state | (ANZ Portfolio)

https://www.afr.com/real-estate/anz-faces-blitz-of-interest-only-loan-expiry-over-next-two-years20181031-h17bjx
https://www.rba.gov.au/speeches/2018/sp-ag-2018-04-24.html

The outlook for Australian Property
BIS Oxford Economics Residential Property has flagged moderate growth for Australian capital cities but
other economists are predicting drops of up to 10% in some cities.

https://www.afr.com/real-estate/sydney-house-prices-tipped-to-be-down-until-at-least-2021-but-brisbanepickup-likely-20180622-h11qk5

http://www.digitalfinanceanalytics.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/Moodys-6Apr2.jpg

The market has been slowed by reduced
borrowing capacity
Vendors are now price discounting given that potential purchasers have experienced a reduction in
borrowing capacity by around 20% given the way some lenders assess their income (i.e. overtime,
bonuses, existing debts etc)

My concern is about the lack of wage growth
Wage growth is barely covering inflation and increased cost of living (think Private Health
increases, petrol price increases, transport/ tolls – the net income for Australian households is
sliding and doesn’t paint a pretty picture for when rates go up.

https://www.news.com.au/finance/economy/australian-economy/we-just-got-a-glimpse-of-australiasfuture-and-it-is-not-good/news-story/bcc95c134c2f78d1878c6ca58f39a06d

https://tradingeconomics.com/australia/wage-growth

Investors are experiencing drops in rental income
Within the last 12 months, we’ve seen interest rates increase, wage growth stunted and rents
dropping – the challenge will be for investors to weather this cycle and not be tempted to sell.

https://www.corelogic.com.au/sites/default/files/2018-08/2018-08-CL_CHARTPACK.pdf
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https://www.afr.com/real-estate/residential/sydney-rental-growth-falls-to-nine-year-lowcorelogic-20180416-h0yv05

The pipeline of new supply is impacting on capital
growth and rental yields
One of my bigger concerns is the scheduled completions of apartments in
Sydney, Melbourne and Brisbane. With lenders placing restrictions on LVRs
in certain postcodes, tightened lending policies compared to when
borrowers originally committed and signed these Contracts of Sale – will
they able to handle a shortfall valuation especially if they are using equity. At
105% financed (purchase plus costs) the loan will be more than the value of
the property for the short term with negative equity in the property.

https://www.rba.gov.au/publications/fsr/2017/apr/graphs/graph-2.7.html

The impact on consumer confidence
We are also seeing investor lending activity is now at its lowest level since July 2013 with further declines
likely. With record apartment completions on the horizo, overlayed with threats to change Negative
Gearing and Capital Gains Tax (CGT), the “wait and see” approach is typical of an election year.

https://twitter.com/CallamPickering/status/1060698970119266304

https://www.businessinsider.com.au/credit-crunch-australian-home-loans-2018-8

